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Abstract This chapter introduces the software FastPCR as an integrated tools
environment for PCR primer and probe design. It also predicts
oligonucleotide properties based on experimental studies of PCR
efficiency. The software provides comprehensive facilities for designing
primers for most PCR applications and their combinations, including
standard, multiplex, long-distance, inverse, real-time, group-specific,
unique, and overlap extension PCR for multi-fragment assembly in
cloning, as well as bisulphite modification assays. It includes a
program to design oligonucleotide sets for long sequence assembly
by the ligase chain reaction. The in silico PCR primer or probe
search includes comprehensive analyses of individual primers and
primer pairs. It calculates the melting temperature for standard and
degenerate oligonucleotides including LNA and other modifications,
provides analyses for a set of primers with prediction of oligonucleotide
properties, dimer and G/C-quadruplex detection, and linguistic
complexity, and provides a dilution and resuspension calculator. The
program includes various bioinformatics tools for analysis of sequences
with CG or AT skew, of CG content and purine–pyrimidine skew,
and of linguistic sequence complexity. It also permits generation of
random DNA sequence and analysis of restriction enzymes of all
types. It finds or creates restriction enzyme recognition sites for
coding sequences and supports the clustering of sequences. It generates
consensus sequences and analyzes sequence conservation. It performs
efficient and complete detection of various repeat types and displays
them. FastPCR allows for sequence file batch processing, which
is essential for automation. The FastPCR software is available for
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Chapter 18
FastPCR Software for PCR, In Silico PCR, 
and Oligonucleotide Assembly and Analysis
Ruslan Kalendar, David Lee, and Alan H. Schulman
Abstract
This chapter introduces the software FastPCR as an integrated tools environment for PCR primer and 
probe design. It also predicts oligonucleotide properties based on experimental studies of PCR efficiency. 
The software provides comprehensive facilities for designing primers for most PCR applications and their 
combinations, including standard, multiplex, long-distance, inverse, real-time, group-specific, unique, and 
overlap extension PCR for multi-fragment assembly in cloning, as well as bisulphite modification assays. It 
includes a program to design oligonucleotide sets for long sequence assembly by the ligase chain reaction. 
The in silico PCR primer or probe search includes comprehensive analyses of individual primers and primer 
pairs. It calculates the melting temperature for standard and degenerate oligonucleotides including LNA 
and other modifications, provides analyses for a set of primers with prediction of oligonucleotide proper-
ties, dimer and G/C-quadruplex detection, and linguistic complexity, and provides a dilution and resus-
pension calculator. The program includes various bioinformatics tools for analysis of sequences with CG or 
AT skew, of CG content and purine–pyrimidine skew, and of linguistic sequence complexity. It also permits 
generation of random DNA sequence and analysis of restriction enzymes of all types. It finds or creates 
restriction enzyme recognition sites for coding sequences and supports the clustering of sequences. It 
generates consensus sequences and analyzes sequence conservation. It performs efficient and complete 
detection of various repeat types and displays them. FastPCR allows for sequence file batch processing, 
which is essential for automation. The FastPCR software is available for download at http://primerdigital.com/
fastpcr.html and online version at http://primerdigital.com/tools/pcr.html.
Key words PCR primer design, Primer linguistic complexity, Sequence assembly, Software probe 
design, Ligase chain reaction, DNA primers
Abbreviation
OE-PCR Overlap extension PCR
PCR Polymerase chain reaction
RT-PCR Real-time PCR

































The polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is fundamental to molecular 
biology and is the most important practical molecular technique 
for the DNA research laboratory. However, the utility of the 
method is dependent on identifying unique primer sequences and 
designing PCR-efficient primers. Primer design is a critical step in 
all types of PCR methods to ensure specific and efficient amplifica-
tion of a target sequence [1–7]. Even though there are currently 
many online and commercial bioinformatics tools, primer design 
for PCR is still not as convenient and practical as it might be for 
routine use. The adaptation of PCR for different applications has 
made it necessary to develop new criteria for PCR primer and 
probe design to cover uses such as RT-PCR, real-time PCR, group- 
specific and unique PCR, combinations of multiple primers in mul-
tiplex PCR, overlap extension PCR fort multi-fragments assembling 
cloning, and bisulphite modification assays. There is a need as well 
as for a program integrating design oligonucleotide sets for long 
sequence assembly by the ligase chain reaction (LCR), discovery of 
simple sequence repeats (SSRs) and their amplification as diagnos-
tic markers, and for designing TaqMan, molecular beacon, and 
microarray oligonucleotides [6, 8, 9].
In developing FastPCR and Java web tools (Table 1), our aim 
was to create practical and easy-to-use software for routine manip-
ulation and analysis of sequences for most PCR applications. The 
parameters adopted are based on our experimental data for effi-
cient PCR and are translated into algorithms in order to design 
combinations of primer pairs for optimal amplification. This soft-
ware, FastPCR, has been successfully used throughout the scien-
tific community in a wide range of PCR and probe applications, 
and repeat searches and analysis. The first papers describing this 
software were published in 2001 and since 1999 this software has 
been applied in various projects, have been cited together over 500 
times in scientific journals, patents, PhD theses, and over 1,000 
downloads of the installation file per month. The program code is 
regularly updated.
2  Software, General Information
The FastPCR software (http://primerdigital.com/fastpcr.html) is 
written in Microsoft Visual Studio 6.0 and compiled to an execu-
tive file that, after installation, can be used with any version of 
Microsoft Windows. For Linux and Mac it requires “Wine” 
(http://www.winehq.org/) as a compatibility layer for running 
Windows programs. It is a completely free alternative implementa-
tion of the Windows API also for use with native Windows DLLs. 












































The online FastPCR (jPCR) software (http://primerdigital.com/
tools/) is written in Java with NetBeans IDE (Oracle) and requires 
the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) on a computer. It can be 
used with any operating system (64-bit OS preferred for large 
chromosome files).
Table 1 
Summary of the FastPCR software for PCR, in silico PCR, and oligonucleotide assembly and analysis
Features
PCR tool provides comprehensive facilities for
Design of primers for most PCR applications and their combinations, including standard, multiplex, 
long-distance, inverse, real-time, unique (specific primers for each from genetically related DNA 
sequences) or group-specific (universal primers for genetically related DNA sequences), linear-after- 
the-exponential (LATE)-PCR, bisulphite modification assays, polymerase extension PCR multi- 
fragment assembly cloning
Design of long oligonucleotides for microarray analyses and dual-labeled oligonucleotides for probes 
such as molecular beacons
Polymerase chain assembly (PCA) or oligo assembly—for automating the design of oligonucleotide 
sets for long sequence assembly by ligase chain reaction (LCR) and PCR
In silico (virtual) PCR or multiple primer or probe searches, or in silico PCR against whole genome(s) 
or a list of predictions by chromosome of probable PCR products, and search for potential 
mismatching locations of the specified primers or probes
Testing of individual primers, melting temperature calculation for standard and degenerate 
oligonucleotides including LNA and other modifications
Evaluation of PCR efficiency, linguistic complexity, dimer and G/C-quadruplex detection, dilution 
and resuspension calculator
Analysis of features of multiple primers simultaneously, including Tm, CG content, linguistic 
complexity, dimer formation; optimal Ta
Identification of simple sequence repeat (SSR) loci by analyzing the low-complexity regions of input 
sequences
Restriction digest analyses for Type I, II, and III restriction enzymes and homing endonucleases, 
finding or creating restriction enzyme recognition sites for coding sequences
Searches for similar sequences (or primers)
Translation of nucleotide (DNA/RNA) sequences to the corresponding peptide sequence in all six 
frames for standard and degenerate DNA and modifications (inosine, uridine)
Determination of CG:(G−C)/(G + C), AT:(A−T)/(A + T), SW:(S−W)/(S + W), MK:(M−K)/(M + K), 
purine–pyrimidine (R−Y)/(R + Y) skews, CG% content and the melting temperature, primer quality 
and linguistic sequence complexity profiles






































3  The Interface
The software contains the menus, the toolbars, and the ribbon and 
three text editors. The ribbon is designed to help the user quickly 
find the commands that are needed to complete a task. Commands 
are organized in logical groups, which are collected together under 
tabs (Fig. 1). Each tab relates to a type of activity, such as “PCR 
Primer Design,” “in silico PCR,” or “Primer Test.”
Getting started with a basic project in FastPCR software is as 
easy as opening a new or existing file than using copy–paste or 
starting to type. There are three independent text editors on differ-
ent tabs within the interface: “General sequence(s),” “Additional 
sequence(s) or pre-designed primers (probes) list,” and “Result 
report.” The first two text editors are necessary for loading 
sequences for analysis, the text editor “General sequence(s)” is 
designed for working with the project sequences, and the 
“Additional sequence(s) or pre-designed primers (probes) list” 
text editor is used for special and additional sequences such as pre-
designed primers, multiple query sequences, or numbers for input.
3.1 Inputs to 
FastPCR
[AU2]




































FastPCR automatically generates results at a third text editor, 
“Result report,” in tabulated format for transferring to spreadsheet 
software from the clipboard using copy–paste. Output results are 
easy to save as Excel worksheet (.xls) or as Rich Text Format (.rtf) 
text files, compatible with MS Excel or Open Office. The separated 
output of the primer design is a list of primers, a set of primer pair 
sequences with their theoretical PCR products, and, for multiplex 
PCR, the result of the calculation of multiple-PCR primers for 
given target sequences. In addition, the output shows optimal 
annealing temperature for each primer pair, the size of PCR 
product, and complete information for each designed primer and 
for each multiplex PCR product set.
Sequence data files are prepared using a text editor (Notepad, 
WordPad, MS Word), and saved in ASCII as text/plain format (.txt) 
or in .rtf. The program either takes a single sequence or accepts 
multiple separate DNA sequences in FASTA, tabulated format (two 
columns from MS Excel sheet or MS Word table), EMBL, MEGA, 
GenBank, MSF, DIALIGN, simple alignment, or BLAST Queue 
web alignment formats. The template length is not limited. The 
FastPCR clipboard allows the user to copy and paste text or tables 
from MS Word documents or MS Excel worksheets or other programs 
and to paste them into another Office document. It is important that 
all target sequences are prepared in the same format. Users can type 
or import from file(s) into “General Sequence(s)” or “Additional 
sequence(s) or pre-designed primers (probes) list” editors.
FastPCR allows files to be opened in several ways: the original 
file can be opened as read-only for editing with text editors; files 
can be opened to memory without using text editors, which allows 
larger file(s), up to 200 Mb, to be analyzed; files within a folder can 
be selected and the files opened during task execution without the 
use of text editor program. Additionally, the program can open 
files within a selected folder in order to join all these files in a text 
editor. For example, this feature can be applied to convert all files 
from a selected folder into a single file of FASTA sequences. 
Alternatively this feature allows splitting FASTA sequences to indi-
vidual files in a particular selected folder.
When a sequence file is opened, FastPCR displays the informa-
tion about the opened sequence and its format. The information 
status bar shows the number of sequences, the total sequence 
length (in nucleotides), the nucleotide composition, and the 
purine, pyrimidine, CG percentage, and the melting temperature. 
Files can be saved in various formats including .rtf, .xls, or txt from 
the text editor in use.
FastPCR normally expects to read sequence files in FASTA format 
[10]. FASTA format has the highest priority and is simple, because 
the raw sequence is merely preceded by a definition line. The 
definition line begins with a “>” sign and optionally followed 
3.2  Program Output
3.3  Sequence Entry
3.4 FASTA Format 
Description
















































immediately by a name for the sequence with no length restriction. 
Many sequences can be listed in the file, the format indicating a 
new sequence at each “>” symbol found. It is important to press 
Enter at the end of each line after “>” to help FastPCR recognize 
the end and beginning of the sequence and the sequence name. It 
is important that the first line of each sequence starts with “>.”
Degenerate DNA sequences are accepted as IUPAC code [11], 
an extended vocabulary of 11 letters, which allows the description 
of ambiguous DNA code. Each letter represents a combination of 
one or several nucleotides: M = (A/C), R = (A/G), W = (A/T), 
S = (G/C), Y = (C/T), K = (G/T), V = (A/G/C), H = (A/C/T), 
D = (A/G/T), B = (C/G/T), N = (A/G/C/T), U = T, and I 
(Inosine). The program accepts amino acid codes: A (Ala), C 
(Cys), D (Asp), E (Glu), F (Phe), G (Cly), H (His), I (Ile), K 
(Lys), L (Leu), M (Met), N (Asn), P (Pro), Q (Gln), R (Arg), S 
(Ser), T (Thr), U (Sec), V (Val), W (Trp), and Y (Tyr).
There are many different programs that perform different types of 
alignment formats. Standardizing on a set of formats enables 
programs to be written that can read results from many different 
programs. In all alignment formats, gaps that have been introduced 
into the sequences to make them align are indicated by the “-” 
character. The exception to this rule is GCG/MSF format which 
uses “.” as the gap character inside the sequences. The file may 
begin with as many lines of comment or description as required. 
The first mandatory line must contain the text “MSF,” “Alignment 
as simple alignment format,” “DIALIGN,” or “MEGA” to be 
recognized as alignments from these programs. Following the first 
line are lines that start with the sequence name, which is separated 
from the aligned sequence residues by white space.
4  The PCR Primers or Probe Design Analysis Options
Primer design is one of the key steps for successful PCR. For PCR 
applications, primers are usually 18–35 bases in length and should 
be designed such that they have complete sequence identity to the 
desired target fragment to be amplified. The parameters, either 
controllable by the user or selected automatically, are primer length 
(12–500 nt), melting temperature for short primers calculated by 
nearest neighbor thermodynamic parameters, theoretical primer 
PCR efficiency (quality at %) value, primer CG content, 3′ end 
terminal enforcement, preferable 3′ terminal nucleotide sequence 
composition in degenerated formulae, and added sequence tags at 
5′ termini. The other main parameters used for primer selection 
are the general nucleotide structure of the primer such as linguistic 
complexity (nucleotide arrangement and composition), specificity, 
3.5 Alignment 
Format Description
4.1 PCR Primer 
Design Generalities












































the melting temperature of the whole primer, the melting 
temperature at the 3′ and 5′ termini, self-complementarity, and 
secondary (nonspecific) binding.
The software can dynamically optimize the best primer length 
for the entered parameters. All PCR primer (probe) design param-
eters are flexible and changeable according to the specifics of the 
analyzed SEQUENCES and tasks. Primer pairs are analyzed for 
cross-hybridization and specificity of both primers and, optionally, 
selected with similar melting temperatures. Primers with balanced 
melting temperatures (within 1–6 °C of each other) are desirable 
but not mandatory. The default primer design selection criteria are 
shown in Table 2. It is possible to use predesigned primers or 
probes or, alternatively, predesigned primers can act as references 
for the design of new primers. The program accepts a list of prede-
signed oligonucleotide sequences and checks the compatibility of 
each primer with a newly designed primer or probe.
The melting temperature (Tm) is defined as the temperature at 
which half the DNA strands are in the double-helical state and half 
are in the “random-coil” state. The Tm for short oligonucleotides 
with normal or degenerate (mixed) nucleotide combinations is 
calculated in the default setting using nearest neighbor 
thermodynamic parameters [12, 13]. The CG content of an 
oligonucleotide is the most important factor that influences the Tm 
value. The melting temperature for mixed bases is calculated by 
averaging nearest neighbor thermodynamic parameters—enthalpy 
and entropy  values—at each mixed site; extinction coefficient is 
similarly predicted by averaging nearest neighbor values at mixed 
sites [2, 3]. Mismatched pairs can be taken into account since the 






Default primer design selection criteria
Criteria Default Ideal
Length (nt) 20–24 >21
Tm range (°C)a 52–68 60–68
Tma 12 bases at 3′ end 30–50 41–47
CG (%) 45–65 50
3′ end composition (5′-NNN-3′)b SWW, SWS, SSW, WSS SSA, SWS, WSS
Sequence linguistic complexity (LC, %)c >75 >90
Sequence quality (PQ, %) >70 >90
aNearest neighbor thermodynamic parameters according to SantaLucia [13]
bAmbiguity codes
cSequence linguistic complexity measurement calculated using the alphabet-capacity L-gram method











































which are unmatched terminal nucleotides [14–16]. The melting 
temperature for primer (probe) self- or cross-dimers and for in 
silico PCR experiments with oligonucleotides having mismatches 
to the target is calculated using values for the thermodynamic 
parameters for a nucleic acid duplex.
The FastPCR allows the choice of other nearest neighbor ther-
modynamic parameters or simple non-thermodynamic Tm calcula-
tion formulae. For non-thermodynamic Tm calculation, we suggest 
using simple formulae; the Wallace–Ikatura rule [17] is often used 
as a rule of thumb when primer Tm is to be estimated at the bench. 
However, the formula was originally applied to the hybridization 
of probes in 1 M NaCl and is an estimate of the melting tempera-
ture for oligonucleotides shorter than 10 bases:
 Tm C L G C( ) ,
 = + +( )2  
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where L is length of primer, [G + C] is the number of Gs and Cs, 
and [K+] is salt molar concentration (default value is 50 mM). The 
two equations above assume that the stabilizing effects of cations 
are the same on all base pairs. The melting temperature of the PCR 
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The sequence complexity calculation method can be used to search 
for conserved regions between the compared sequences in order to 
detect low-complexity regions including SSRs, imperfect direct or 
inverted repeats, polypurine and polypyrimidine triple-stranded 
DNA structures, and four-stranded structures (such as G/C-
quadruplexes) [19]. Linguistic complexity measurements are 
performed using the alphabet-capacity L-gram method [20, 21] 
along the whole sequence length and calculated as the sum of the 
observed range (xi), from 1- to L-size words in the sequence, 
divided by the sum of the expected (E) value for this sequence 
length. Linguistic complexity (LC) values for sequence length (s) 
are converted to percentages, in which 100 % means maximal 






























































































For example, the sequence 5′-ACACACACACACACAC, 
16 nt (L = 3), contains two nucleotides (A, C), but expected E = 4 
variants; two variants of dinucleotides (AC, CA), but expected 
E = (16−1) variants; two variants of trinucleotides (ACA, CAC), 
and expected E = (16−2) variants. The complexity value is 
LC = 100(2 + 2 + 2)/(4 + 16 − 1 + 16 − 2) = 18.2%.
The LC tries to describe the “uniqueness” (“vocabulary rich-
ness”) of a sequence and the likelihood of PCR success of each 
primer; this value varies from 100 for the best to 5 (e.g., poly(N)) 
for the worst primers. LC values of 80 and higher allow for the 
rapid choice of the best primer or probe sequences.
Our experimental data showed that the primer nucleotide 
composition and melting temperature of the 12 bases at the 3′ end 
of the primers are important factors for PCR efficiency. The melting 
temperature of the 12 bases at the 3′ terminus is calculated 
preferably by nearest neighbor thermodynamic parameters [13]. 
The composition of the sequence at the 3′ terminus is important; 
primers with two terminal C/G bases are recommended for 
increased PCR efficiency [22]. Nucleotide residues C and G form 
a strong pairing structure in the duplex DNA strands. Stability at 
the 3′ end in primer template complexes will improve the 
polymerization efficiency.
We specify an abstract parameter called primer quality (PQ) 
that can help to estimate the efficiency of primers for PCR. PQ is 
calculated by the consecutive summation of the points according 
to the parameters of total sequence and purine–pyrimidine 
sequence complexity and of the melting temperatures of the whole 
primer and of the terminal 12 bases at both the 3′ and 5′ ends. 
Self-complementarity, which gives rise to possible primer-dimer 
and hairpin structures, reduces the final value. The PQ tries to 
describe the likelihood of PCR success of each primer; this value 
varies from 100 for the best to 0 for the worst primers. To meet 
multiplexing demands, it is possible in the program to select the 
best primer with an optimal temperature range, allowing the design 
of qualified primers or probes for any target sequence with any CG 












































and repeat content. PQ values of 80 and higher allow for the rapid 
choice of the best PCR primer pair combinations. No adverse 
effects, due to the modification of the reaction buffer, chosen ther-
mostable polymerases, or variations in annealing temperature, have 
been observed on the reproducibility of PCR amplification using 
primers with high PQ.
Primer-dimers involving one or two sequences may occur in a 
PCR. The FastPCR tool eliminates intra- and inter-oligonucleotide 
reactions before generating a primer list and primer pair candidates. 
It is very important for PCR efficiency that the production of stable 
and inhibitory dimers is prevented, especially by avoiding 
complementarity in the 3′ ends of primers from whence the 
polymerase will extend. Stable primer-dimer formation is very 
effective at inhibiting PCR because the dimers formed are amplified 
efficiently and compete with the intended target.
Primer-dimer prediction is based on analysis of non-gapped 
local alignments and the stability of both the 3′ end and the central 
regions of the primers (Fig. 2). Primers will be rejected when they 
have the potential to form stable dimers, depending on the nucleo-
tide composition and with at least five bases at the 3′ end or seven 
bases in the central region. Tools to calculate Tm for primer- dimers 
with mismatches for pure, mixed, or modified (inosine, uridine, or 
locked nucleic acid (LNA)) bases, using averaged nearest neighbor 
thermodynamic parameters, are provided for DNA/DNA duplexes 
[12–14, 23, 24].
In addition to Watson–Crick base-pairing, there is a variety of 
other hydrogen bonding configurations possible [19, 25–27], 
including G/C-quadruplexes and wobble base pairs, which the 
FastPCR software detects. The program provides for the detection 
of alternative hydrogen bonding during primer-dimer and in silico 
PCR primer binding site detection. The mismatch stability is exam-
ined in order of decreasing stability: G-C > A- T > G · G > G · T ≥ 
G · A > T · T ≥ A · A > T · C ≥ A · C ≥ C · C. Guanine is the most universal 
base, because it forms the strongest base pair and the strongest 
mismatches. However, cytosine is the most discriminating base, 
because it forms the strongest pair and the three weakest mis-
matches [23, 28]. Therefore, the software also looks for stable 
guanine mismatches: G · G, G · T and G · A.
G-rich (and C-rich) nucleic acid sequences can fold into four- 
stranded DNA structures that contain stacks of G-quartets [19]. 
These quadruplexes can be formed by the intermolecular associa-
tion of two or four DNA molecules, dimerization of sequences 
that contain two G bases, or by the intermolecular folding of a 
single strand containing four blocks of guanines. These are easy to 
eliminate from primer design because of their low linguistic com-
plexity; LC = 32 % for (TTAGGG)4. The software predicts the pres-
ence of putative G- and C-quadruplexes in primer sequences. 
4.5 Hairpin (Loop) 
and Dimer Formation
















































Intermolecular G-quadruplex-forming sequences are detected 
according to the formula …Gm1XnGm2…, where m is the number 
of G residues in each G-tract (m1, m2 ≥3); the gap Xn (n ≤ 2*mini-
mal (m1:m2)) can be any combination of residues, including G 
[16]. The gap sequences (Xn) may have varying lengths, and a rela-
tively stable quadruplex structure may still be formed with a loop 
more than seven bases long, but in general, increasing the length 
of the gap leads to a decrease in structure stability. It is also possible 
for one of the gaps to be zero length when there are long poly-G 
tracts of >6 bases.
The optimal annealing temperature (Ta) is the temperature, 
generally stated as a range, where efficiency of PCR amplification is 
 maximal but nonspecific products minimal. The most important 
values for estimating the Ta are the primer quality, the Tm of the 
primers, and the length of PCR fragment. Primers with high Tm 
(>60 °C) can be used in PCRs with a wide Ta range compared to 
4.6 Calculation  
of Optimal Annealing 
Temperature
Fig. 2 One of the FastPCR duplex formation results

















primers with low Tm (<50 °C). The optimal annealing temperature 
for PCR is calculated directly as the value for the primer with the 
lowest Tm (Tmmin). However, PCR can work in temperatures up to 
10° higher than the Tm of the primer so as to favor primer target 
duplex formation:
Ta(∘C) = Tmmin + ln L, where L is the length of the PCR 
fragment.
The specificity of the oligonucleotides is one of the most important 
factors for good PCR; optimal primers should hybridize only to 
the target sequence, particularly when complex genomic DNA is 
used as the template. Amplification problems can arise due to 
primers annealing to repetitious sequences (retrotransposons, 
DNA transposons, or tandem repeats). Alternative product 
amplification can also occur when primers are complementary to 
inverted repeats and produce multiple bands. This is unlikely when 
primers have been designed using specific DNA sequences (unique 
PCR). However, the generation of inverted repeat sequences is 
exploited in two common generic DNA fingerprinting methods, 
RAPD and AP-PCR [29, 30]. Because only one primer is used in 
these PCRs, the ends of the products must be reverse complements 
and thus can form stem-loops.
The techniques of inter-repeats amplified polymorphism: inter- 
retrotransposon amplified polymorphism (IRAP), retrotransposon- 
microsatellite amplified polymorphism (REMAP), inter-MITE 
amplification [31, 32], and Alu-repeat polymorphism [33, 34] 
have exploited highly abundant, dispersed repeats as markers. 
However, primers complementary to repetitious DNA may pro-
duce many nonspecific bands in single-primer amplification and 
compromise the performance of unique PCRs. A homology search 
with the primer as the query sequence, for example, using BLASTn 
against all sequences in GenBank or EMBL-Bank, will determine 
whether the primer is likely to interact with dispersed repeats. 
Alternatively, one can create a small, local, specialized library of 
repeat sequences based on those in Repbase [35] or TREP [36] 
and use this for searches.
The mismatches at the 3′ end of the primers affect target 
amplification much more than mismatches at the 5′ end. A two- 
base mismatch at the 3′ end of the primer prevents amplification. 
A single-base mismatch at the 3′ end as well as several mismatches 
at the 5′ end of the primer permits amplification, albeit with 
reduced efficiency. However, the presence of multiple primer bind-
ing sites does not necessarily lead to alternative amplification prod-
ucts because, for successful amplification, the priming sites for both 
primers must be both located close to each other, in correct orien-
tation, and sufficiently match the primer sequences.
By default, FastPCR performs a test for nonspecific binding by 
repeats masking and low-complexity regions detection and  masking 
for each given sequence.





















































Additionally the software allows this test to be performed 
against a reference sequence or sequences (e.g., a BAC or YAC) or 
one’s own database. Primers that bind to more than one location 
on given sequences will be rejected. Even though the test for non-
specific primer binding is performed as a default for all primers, the 
user may cancel the operation. Identification of secondary binding 
sites including mismatched hybridization is normally performed by 
considering the similarity of the primer to targets along the entire 
primer sequence. An implicit assumption is that stable hybridiza-
tion of a primer with the template is a prerequisite for priming by 
DNA polymerase. FastPCR pays particular attention to the 3′ por-
tion of the primers and calculates the similarity of 3′ end to the 
target (the length is chosen by user) to determine the stability of 
any potential interactions.
The secondary nonspecific primer binding test is based on 
repeat masking using a quick local alignment screen (which allows 
one mismatch within a hash index of 12-mers) between the refer-
ence and input sequences.
5  Methods
Once the input files are selected or sequences copied and pasted to 
the General Sequence(s) text editor, the FastPCR provides vari-
ous execution features. Figure 3 provides an example for primer 
design from the user’s perspective.
The user selects the ribbon having the task needed. The program 
will only perform the selected task. The name of the selected 
executive task is shown on the status bar by “Press F5.” The task is 
executed by using key F5 or by clicking the arrow on the toolbar 
using the mouse. Once the executive task is completed, the result 
is shown in the Result report text editor (e.g., see Fig. 3).
The “PCR Primer Design” Tab contains various execution 
options for commonly selected types of PCR and for the most 
important PCR parameters (Fig. 1). The option panel of “PCR 
Primers or Probe Design Options” is shown in Fig. 4. Once the 
user selects any attribute, the option attribute value field shows 
the default attributes value, which can then be modified. “PCR 
Primers or Probe Design Options” affects all sequences. PCR 
primer design options can be customized for each sequence using 
special commands at the header of the sequence ( http://
primerdigital.com/soft/pcr_help.html). Typically, it is not 
necessary to use these commands to manage typical PCR primer 
design and these are applied to advanced tasks. Default global 
parameters for primer design will be assigned by typing the help 
command “/?” in text editor:
5.1 Execution of the 
Selected Task
5.2 PCR Primer 
Design Options












































Fig. 3 Primer design result window
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“{−ln20-23 -tm55-68 -3tm37-50 -cg41-70 -q70 
-lc75 -npr400 -c5[NN] -c3[SWW SSW SWS WSS]},” 
where “-ln20-23” determines the range of primer length (20–
23 bases), “-tm55-68” determines the range of primer Tm (55–
68 °C), “-3tm37-50” determines the range of primer Tm at 3′ 
end (37–50 °C), “-cg41- 70” determines the range of primer 
CG% contents (between 41 and 70 %), “-npr400” shows the 
maximum number of primers (400) designed to each target, 
“-c5[NN]” denotes a primer having no specific sequence pattern 
for 5′ ends, and “-c3[SWW SSW SWS WSS]” specifies primers 
that conform to particular patterns of ambiguity, such as that 
shown here for example.
Users can specify, individually for each sequence, multiple locations 
for both forward and reverse primer placement with the commands: 
“-FpdN1-N2” for forward primers and “-RpdN1-N2” for reverse 
primers, where from N1 to N2 are bases from the selected regions; 
“-pdN1-N2” (see more at: http://primerdigital.com/soft/pcr_
help.html). Alternatively, users can specify multiple locations for 
both forward and reverse primers using [“and”] inside each 
sequence: the software allows multiple and independent locations 
for both forward and reverse primers inside each of the sequences. 
Whilst PCR primer design will be performed independently for 
different targets, multiplex PCR primer design can be performed 
simultaneously with multiple amplicons within a single sequence as 
well as for different sequences, i.e., all possible combinations of 
[“and”] inside one or more sequences. By default, the software 
designs primers within the entire sequence length. Optionally, 
users can specify, individually for each sequence, multiple locations 
for both forward and reverse primers with the commands:
 1. The same location for both forward and reverse primers will be 
designed in the central [nnnnnnnnnn] part (“[]” is used 
only once):
.......[nnnnnn]....
 2. Different locations for forward and reverse primers; forward 
primers will be chosen inside the “[1nnnnnn]” location and 
reverse primers inside “[2nnnnnn]” location (twice “[]”):
.......[1nnnnnn]....[2nnnnnn].....
 3. Primers must flank the central “]nnnnnn[”; forward primers 
will be chosen from 1 to “A]” bases and reverse primers will be 
chosen from base “[C” to the end of sequence: ......A]
nnnnnn[C.....
 4. Forward and reverse primers have an overlapping part 
“[nnnnnn]”; forward primers will be chosen from “[A to n]” 
bases and reverse primers will be chosen from “[n base to C]”:
......[A.....[nnnnnn]......C]....
5.3 Examples for 
Primer Selection 
Region














































The software allows the selection of any number of independent 
PCR primer (or probe) designing tasks for each sequence using mul-
tiple combinations of “[..]” and -FpdN1-N2, -RpdN1-N2, or 
-pdN1-N2 commands. Multiplex PCR can be carried out simulta-
neously within a single sequence with multiple tasks as well as for 
different sequences with multiple tasks or a combination of both.
All possible combinations of “[]” (forward) with “[]” 
(reverse) within the sequence(s):
 1. []
 2. ] [
 3. [] []
 4. [[]]
 5. ([] [])n or/and ([[]])n.
The PCR product size can be specified in a similar way, with the 
command: “(N1-N2)”; these values can be specified in the form 
of minimum and maximum values for the product size. For 
example, the “(400–500)” line defines that the product size 
ranges from 400 to 500 base pairs. In case a user wants to specify 
a fixed product size, the command should be a single number, for 
example, “(500).” FastPCR is flexible and allows PCR product 
sizes from 50 to 10,000 base pairs in length.
 1. Where primers have already been designed, FastPCR can be 
used to predict the optimal annealing temperature and PCR 
product length for one or more predesigned primers (with the 




will analyze the selected sequence between the two primers (5′ 
ggagagtagcttacctcgct and 5′ cggtaaggttcttcatgc).
 2. Design primers with a difference in Tm of about 10°, e.g., for 
LATE-PCR:
“-Ftm50-55 -Rtm64-68 -pTMs10.”
 3. Design primers with a specific restriction enzyme site at the 3′ 
end (“-z3eNameEnzyme,” “-Fz3eNameEnzyme,” “-Rz3e 
NameEnzyme,” where “NameEnzyme” is the name of the 
restriction enzyme: “-z3eXceI.” The alternative command 
(“-c3NN”) is also used for a special primer location. For exam-
ple, “-c3YCATGR” is the same as “-z3eXceI”: both com-
mands will design primers with the recognition site for Xce I 
endonucleases 5′-YCATGR-3′ at the 3′ end of the primers.
 4. Additional bases can be added to primer ends using the com-




















































which to add the extra bases and “NN” is a given sequence of 
one to more bases. For example, “-F5eCGACG -R5eTTTTTT,” 
means adding the sequence “CGACG” to forward primers and 
“TTTTTT” to reverse primers, both at the 5′ ends.
The “С ≫ T bisulphite conversion” option allows the design of 
specific PCR primers for in silico bisulphite conversion for both 
strands. Only cytosine not followed by guanidine (CpG 
methylation) will be replaced by thymine:
 
Optionally, the user can synchronize the primer test for secondary, 
nonspecific binding with a dataset of sequence names. The 
program recognizes that a given sequence in the screening library 
dataset (from loading the dataset file) is the same as the sequence 
for which it is designing primers; this allows sequence selection to 
be made even if the selection matches the screening sequence 
perfectly. This allows the same dataset to be used for both primer 
design and screening without having to make a new screening 
database for each sequence. In other words, a dataset that contains 
sequences A, B, C, and D can be used both for choosing primers 
and for checking primer specificity. Alternatively, the user can 
input preexisting primers into a second “Additional sequence(s) 
or pre- designed primers (probes) list” text editor. These primers 
or probes will be checked for compatibility (inter-primer-dimer 
formation) with newly designed primers. The number of 
preexisting primers is not limited to one or two; it can be as many 
as the user needs.
The PCR primer design algorithm generates a set of primers having 
a high likelihood of success in virtually any amplification protocol. 
All PCR primers designed by FastPCR can be used for PCR or 
sequencing experiments. The program is able to generate either 
long oligonucleotides or PCR primers for the amplification of 
gene-specific DNA fragments of user-defined length. FastPCR 
provides a flexible approach to designing primers for many 
applications and for both linear and circular sequences. It will 
check if either primers or probes have secondary binding sites in 
the input sequences that may give rise to additional PCR products. 
The selection of the optimal target region for the design of long 
oligonucleotides is performed in the same way as for PCR primers. 
The basic parameters in primer design are also used to measure the 
oligonucleotide quality and to evaluate the thermodynamic stability 
of the 3′ and 5′ terminal bases.
5.6 Bisulphite- 
Modified DNA
5.7 Uniqueness  
of Primers
5.8 PCR Primer 
Design










































Both the proposal of primer pairs and the selection of the best 
pairs are possible. The user can vary the product size or design 
primer pairs for the whole sequence without specifying parameters 
by using default or preset parameters. Preset parameters are speci-
fied for various situations: for example, for sequences with low CG 
content, for long-distance PCR, for degenerate sequences, or for 
manual input. A list of the best primer candidates and all compat-
ible primer pairs that are optimal for PCR is generated. Users can 
specify, individually for each sequence, multiple locations for both 
forward and reverse primers within each sequence, whilst PCR 
design will be performed independently for different targets. 
Primers for multiplex PCRs can be designed from a single or from 
multiple targets (Fig. 5).
The program generates primer pairs (and probes) from the 
input sequences and shows the optimal annealing temperature for 
each primer pair and the sizes of PCR products together with 
information for each designed primer. Suggested primers and 
primer pairs are produced in tabulated format for MS Excel or 
Open Office (Table 3). The spreadsheets show the following prop-
erties: the automatically generated primer name, primer sequence, 
sequence location, direction, length, melting temperature, CG 
content (%), molecular weight, molar extinction  coefficient, lin-
guistic complexity (%), and PQ. For compatible primer pairs, the 
annealing temperature and PCR product size are also provided.
Fig. 5 An example of multiplex PCR result




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Multiplex PCR is an approach commonly used to amplify several 
DNA target regions in a single reaction. The simultaneous 
amplification of many targets reduces the number of reactions that 
needs to be performed; multiplex PCR thus increases throughput 
efficiency. The design of multiplex PCR assays can be difficult 
because it involves extensive computational analyses of primer pairs 
for interactions. The multiplex PCR algorithm is based on the fast 
non-recursion method, with the software performing checks on 
product size and primers’ thermodynamics parameters (enthalpy—
dH and Gibb’s free energy—dG) compatibility and cross-dimer 
formation for all primers. To achieve uniform amplification of the 
targets, the primers must be designed to bind with equal efficiencies 
to their targets. FastPCR can quickly design a set of multiplex PCR 
primers for all input sequences and/or multiplex targets within 
each sequence. PCR conditions may need to be adjusted, for 
example, by increasing or decreasing the annealing temperature so 
that all products are amplified equally efficiently.
To achieve uniform amplification, most existing multiplex 
primer design packages use primer melting temperature. In practi-
cal terms, the design of almost identical Tas and Tms is very impor-
tant. The melting temperatures of the PCR products are also 
important because these are related to annealing temperature val-
ues. The Tm of a PCR product directly depends on its CG content 
and its length; short products are more efficiently amplified at low 
PCR annealing temperatures (100 bp, 50–55 °C) than are long 
products (>3,000 bp, 65–72 °C). For most multiplex PCRs, there 
is usually a small variation (up to 5 °C) between the optimal Tas of 
all primer pairs. The annealing temperature must be optimal in 
order to maximize the likelihood of amplifying the target genomic 
sequences whilst minimizing the risk of nonspecific amplification. 
Further improvements can be achieved by selecting the optimal set 
of primers that maximize the range of common Tms. Once 
prompted, FastPCR calculates multiplex PCR primer pairs for 
given target sequences. The speed of calculation depends on the 
numbers of target sequences and primer pairs involved.
An alternative way to design compatible multiplex PCR primer 
pairs is to use predesigned primers as references for the design of 
new primers. The user can select input options for the PCR prod-
ucts such as the minimum product size differences between the 
amplicons. Primer design conditions can be set individually for 
each given sequence or all primers can be designed using the same 
values; selected settings have higher priority for PCR primer or 
probe design than the general settings. The results include primers 
for individual sequences, compatible primers, product sizes, and 
annealing temperatures. Because clear differentiation of the prod-
ucts is dependent on using compatible primer pairs in the single 
reactions, the program recovers all potential variants of primer 
combinations for analyses of the chosen DNA regions and  provides, 
5.9 Multiplex PCR 
Primer Design

















































in tabular form, their compatibility including information on 
primer-dimers, cross-hybridization, product size overlaps, and sim-
ilar alternative primer pairs based on Tm. The user may choose 
those alternative compatible primer pair combinations that provide 
the desired product sizes. Using the program, researchers can 
select predesigned primer pairs from a target for their desired types 
of PCRs by changing the filtering conditions as mentioned above. 
For example, a conventional multiplex PCR requires differently 
sized (at least by 10 bp) amplicons for a set of target genes, so the 
value for the minimum size difference between PCR products can 
be selected.
In addition to avoid amplifying different amplicons of the same 
size, multiplex PCR must also minimize the generation of primer- 
dimers and secondary products, which becomes more difficult with 
increasing numbers of primers in a reaction. To avoid the problem 
of nonspecific amplification, FastPCR selects primer pairs that give 
the most likelihood of producing only the amplicons of the target 
sequences by choosing sequences which avoid repeats or other 
motifs. The program allows the user to design not only compatible 
pairs of primers but also compatible single primers for different 
targets or sequences. The input data can be either a single sequence 
with a minimum two internal tasks or many sequences with or 
without internal tasks. Most of the parameters on the interface are 
self-explanatory. Optionally, the user is asked to provide the 
sequence and select oligonucleotide designing parameters.
On the PCR Primer Design tab, the user clicks on the 
Multiplex PCR option. The user then selects the limit for the 
number of primer pairs (the default is 100), the minimal size dif-
ference between multiplex PCR products (the default 10 bp), and 
the maximal difference between the Tas of the PCR products (the 
default is ±5 °C). After specifying inputs and primer design options, 
the user can execute the primer design task. Once the design of the 
primer set is completed, the result will appear in two Result text 
editors: PCR primer design result and Multiplex PCR compat-
ible pair primers. Figure 8 shows the access to the PCR primer 
design output. The result text editor PCR primer design result 
will display the individual PCR primer design data, including the 
primer list and the compatible primer pairs for all the sequences 
and their internal tasks. The second Multiplex PCR compatible 
pair primers text editor collects final search results that are pre-
sented as a list of the sets of the compatible primer pairs for multi-
plex PCR.
Group-specific amplification, also called family-specific and 
sequence-specific amplification, is an important tool for comparative 
studies of related genes, sequences, and genomes that can be applied 
to studies of evolution, especially for gene families and for cloning 
new related sequences. Specific targets such as homologous genes 
5.10 Group-Specific 
PCR Primers
















































or members of a transposable element family can be amplified to 
uncover DNA polymorphisms associated with these sequences or 
other genetic investigations. The overall strategy of designing 
group-specific PCR primers uses a hash index of 12-mers to identify 
common regions in the target sequences, followed by standard 
PCR primer design for the current sequence, and then testing of 
complementarity of these primers to the other sequences. FastPCR 
performs sequences multiple alignment or does accept alignment 
sequences input, giving it the flexibility to use a different strategy 
for primer design. If required, it can design degenerate PCR primers 
to amplify the polymorphic region of all related sequences.
The FastPCR package designs large sets of universal primer 
pairs for each given sequence, identifies conserved regions, and 
generates suitable primers for all given targets. The steps of the 
algorithm are performed automatically and the user can influence 
the settings for the primer design options. The quality of primer 
design is dependent on sequence relationships, genetic similarity, 
and suitability of the consensus sequence for the design of good 
primers. The software is able to generate group-specific primers for 
each set of sequences independently, which are suitable for all 
sequences. Primer alignment parameters for group-specific PCR 
primers are similar to those used for in silico PCR. The user chooses 
Group-specific PCR on the PCR Primer Design tab. After speci-
fying inputs and PCR primer design options, the user can execute 
the PCR primer design task. The program takes multiple separate 
DNA sequences either in FASTA or at alignment formats.
Once the primer set design is complete, the result will appear 
in Result text editor, as the PCR primer design result. Figure 6 
shows the access to PCR primer design output (Table 3). The 
result text editor PCR primer design result displays the individual 
group-specific PCR primer design data, including the primer list 
and compatible primer pairs for all the sequences and their internal 
tasks where suitable primers are found. In the case where an align-
ment has been input, the result text editor displays only one 
 group- specific PCR primer design set, including degenerate prim-
ers, in the primer list as well compatible primer pairs for all the 
sequences.
SSRs or microsatellites are short tandem repeats of one or more 
bases. Microsatellites are ubiquitously distributed throughout 
eukaryotic genomes, often highly polymorphic in length, and 
thereby an important class of markers for population genetic 
studies. Our approach to locating SSRs is to analyze low-complexity 
regions in DNA by using linguistic sequence complexity. This 
method allows the detection of perfect and imperfect SSRs with a 
single, up to 10-base, repeat motif. Each entry sequence is 
processed for identification of SSRs and the SSR flanking regions 
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FastPCR identifies all SSRs within each entry sequence and 
designs compatible PCR primer pairs for each SSR locus. The 
default PCR primer design parameters are that the primers must be 
within 100 bases from either side of the identified SSR. Often the 
sequences available around SSR loci are not suitable for designing 
good primers; the user can increase or decrease the distance from 
either side to find more efficient and compatible primer pairs. The 
capabilities of FastPCR make it a complete bioinformatics tool for 
the use of microsatellites as markers, from discovery through to 
primer design. For example, the user can specify PCR primer 
design to SSR loci within 200 bp around an SSR, with the com-
mand: “-ssr/200.” The software finds all SSR sites and then 
will design PCR primers and compatible primer pairs indepen-
dently for each SSR locus.
The application to make long synthetic DNA molecules relies on 
the in vitro assembly of a set of short oligonucleotides, either for 
the LCR [37] or for assembly PCR [38]. These oligonucleotides 
should be adjacent on the same strand and overlap the 
complementary oligonucleotides from the second strand. There 
are two major parameters for designing oligonucleotides for gene 
synthesis for LCR or assembly PCR. First, the oligonucleotides 
5.12 Oligonucleotide 
Design for In Vitro 
Long Sequence 
Synthesis
Fig. 6 An example of group-specific PCR result






















should share similar Tm values. Second, a given oligonucleotide 
sequence should be unique to avoid multiple nonspecific binding 
that may lead to incorrect assembly. The software must dynamically 
choose the length of the oligonucleotides to ensure both the 
specificity and the uniform Tm. The algorithm of FastPCR is able 
to design oligonucleotides for long sequences containing repeats 
and to minimize their potential nonspecific hybridization during 3′ 
end extension in PCR. For long sequence assembly, oligonucleotide 
design starts from the 5′ end of a given sequence; the oligonucleotide 
length is dynamically changed until a unique 3′ end has been found 
and the Tm of the oligonucleotide has reached the Tm threshold. All 
 oligonucleotides are designed without gaps between them. The 
other strand is used for the design of the overlapping 
oligonucleotides using the same algorithm as above but with the 
Tm of the overlapping regions reaching the Tm –15 °C threshold. 
The composition of the sequence at the 3′ terminus is important 
because stability at the 3′ end of the double-stranded complexes 
will improve the specificity of extension by the polymerase. To 
reduce nonspecific polymerase extension (and ligation), the 
algorithm chooses only unique sequences for the 3′ terminus. 
Minimally, the last two nucleotides at the 3′ terminus must not be 
complementary to any nonspecific targets. Other complementary 
regions are less important for assembling multiple fragments by 
PCR and ligation.
The input data can comprise either a single or many sequences. 
Most of the parameters on the interface are self-explanatory. The 
user is asked to provide the sequence and select oligonucleotide 
designing parameters. The user clicks on Oligo options on the 
Oligos Assembly tab, and chooses the minimal oligonucleotide 
length and Tm threshold, which by default are 40 nt and 60 °C, 
respectively. The interface allows changing Tm calculation parame-
ters. The search process runs after pressing F5 or from menu bar 
or toolbox. The research result is presented as a list of oligonucle-
otides for both strands. On each strand, all oligonucleotides are 
adjacent with no gap between neighboring primers. An oligonu-
cleotide will overlap two oligonucleotides from the complemen-
tary strand. The algorithm pays attention to avoid nonspecific 
oligonucleotide hybridization to repeated regions. Where it is not 
possible to design primers outside of repeated sequences, it is like-
wise difficult to find short specific oligonucleotides. The solution 
to this problem is to divide the sequence into short segments, 
design a set of oligonucleotides for each segment independently, 
and then combine all these segments in the second PCR for final 
amplification.
Sequence-independent cloning, including ligation-independent 
cloning, requires generation of complementary single-stranded 
overhangs in both the vector and insertion fragments. Similarly, 
5.13 Polymerase 
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multiple fragments can be joined or concatenated in an ordered 
manner using overlapping primers in PCR. Annealing of the 
complementary regions between different targets in the primer 
overlaps allows the polymerase to synthesize a contiguous fragment 
containing the target sequences during thermal cycling, a process 
called “overlap extension PCR” (OE-PCR) (Chapter 8) [39]. The 
efficiency depends on the Tm and on the length and uniqueness of 
the overlap. To achieve this, the program designs compatible 
forward and reverse primers at the ends of each fragment, and then 
extends the 5′ end of primers using sequences from the primers of 
the fragment that will be adjacent in the final product. The input 
sequence can be made of either a single or many sequences. The 
user needs to pay special attention to the preparation of the given 
sequences for assembly.
Users can specify the locations for both forward and reverse 
primers design using “[]” to bracket the region. The bracketed 
sequences will be used by the program for designing the overlap-
ping primers. The program selects the overlapping area so that the 
primers from overlapping fragments are similar in size with opti-
mal annealing temperatures. The program adds the required bases 
so that the Tm of the overlap is similar to, or higher than, the Tm of 
the initial primers. Primers are tested for dimer formation within 
the appropriate primer pairs. The user chooses Polymerase exten-
sion cloning (OE-PCR) on the PCR Primer Design tab and 
selects the limit for multiple-PCR-compatible combinations of 
pair primers (default is 100). After specifying sequence inputs and 
PCR primer design options, the user can execute the search task. 
Once the design of the primer sets is complete, the result will 
appear in two text editors: PCR primer design result and PCR 
fragments assembling compatible pair primers. The text editor 
PCR primer design result window displays the individual PCR 
primer design data, including the primer list and the compatible 
primer pairs for all sequences whose primers are found. The PCR 
fragments assembling compatible pair primers text editor col-
lects the final search result and presents it as a list of sets of com-
patible primer pairs for individual fragment amplification and 
assembly. Figure 7 shows a sample result visualization window.
Modelling the hybridization of primers to targeted annealing sites 
is the only way to predict PCR products [7, 24, 40–44]. The last 
10–12 bases at the 3′ end of primers are important for binding 
stability; single mismatches can reduce PCR efficiency, the effect 
increasing with proximity to the 3′ terminus. FastPCR allows 
simultaneous testing of single primers or a set of primers designed 
for multiplex PCR. It performs a fast, gapless alignment to test the 
complementarity of the primers to the target sequences. For in 
silico PCR, a quick alignment to detect primer locations on the 
reference sequence is performed by analyses of both strands using 
5.14  In Silico PCR
















































a hash index of 7- to 12-mers (allowing up to one mismatch) and 
by calculating the local similarity for the whole primer. The 
parameters can be altered to allow different degrees of mismatches 
at the 3′ end of the primers. The parameters for quick alignment 
may be set: the minimum is 0–5 mismatches (default 2 mismatches) 
at 3′ end of primer. The program can also handle degenerate 
primers or probes, including those with 5′ or 3′ tail sequences. It 
includes the detection of non-Watson–Crick base-pairing in in 
silico PCR, e.g., the stable guanine mismatches G · G, G · T, and 
G · A. Probable PCR products can be found for both linear and 
circular templates in both standard and inverse PCR, as well as in 
multiplex PCR and using bisulphite-treated DNA. This in silico 
tool is useful for quickly analyzing primers or probes against target 































sequences, for determining primer location, orientation, and 
efficiency of binding, and for calculating primer Tm and annealing 
temperature in PCR.
The user must input a preexisting primer list into a second 
Additional sequence(s) or pre-designed primers (probes) list 
text editor. The number of preexisting primers is not limited; it can 
be as many as the user needs. The target sequences can be entered 
either as multiple separate DNA sequences or by opening files from 
the selected folders. For in silico PCR against whole genome(s) or 
a list of chromosomes, the user must specify the directory contain-
ing the input. The program will be consistent: it will look at each 
file to find the position of the primers. The user can execute the 
search task with F5 on the in silico PCR tab or can specify search 
options including stringency and PCR product detection settings. 
For the stringency options, users can specify the number of mis-
matches that the primers are allowed at 3′ terminus. The default 
specificity settings allow a maximum two mismatches within the 3′ 
end region of the primers. These mismatches within the 3′ end of 
the primers should not be located close to each other. Once the 
primer set design is complete, the results will appear in the text 
editors In silico PCR Result.
In silico PCR Result text editor reports the specificity of the 
primers (locations, including target position, similarity, and Tm), a 
summary of primer pairs in relation to the PCR template, and 
detailed information on each primer pair, including its length and 
Ta. It will show the target-specific primers that have been found. 
The actual targets will be listed along with detailed alignments 
between primers and targets (Fig. 8).
6  Primer Analyses
Individual and sets of primers are evaluated using FastPCR or the 
online software. They calculate primer Tms using default or other 
formulae for features of the primers including normal and degen-
erate nucleotide combinations, CG content, extinction coeffi-
cient, unit conversion (nmol per OD), mass (μg per OD), 
molecular weight, and linguistic complexity and consider primer 
PCR efficiency. Users can select either DNA or RNA primers 
(online: PrimerAnalyser, http://primerdigital.com/tools/
PrimerAnalyser.html) with normal or degenerate oligonucleotides 
or modifications with various labels (for example, inosine, uridine, 
or fluorescent dyes). Tools allow the choice of other nearest 
neighbor thermodynamic parameters or non-thermodynamic Tm 
calculation formulae.
For LNA modifications the four symbols, dA = E, dC = F, 
dG = J, and dT = L, are used. Both programs perform analyses on- 













































Fig. 8 An example of in silico PCR result
type, allowing users to see the results immediately on screen. They 
can also calculate the volume of solvent required to attain a specific 
concentration from the known mass (mg), OD, or moles of 
oligonucleotide.
All primers are analyzed for intra- and inter-primer interactions 
regarding formation of dimers. Primer(s) can efficiently hybridize 
using the 5′ end or the middle of the oligonucleotides. Even 
though such interactions are not efficiently extended by DNA 
polymerase, their formation reduces the effective primer concen-
tration available for binding to the targets and their presence can 
strongly inhibit PCR because double-stranded DNA at high con-































The FastPCR software is available for download at http:// 
primerdigital.com/fastpcr.html; the online version is available at 
http://primerdigital.com/tools/pcr.html. The program manual, 
licence agreement, and installation files can be found at http://
primerdigital.com/fastpcr/. YouTube tutorial videos have been 
placed at http://www.youtube.com/user/primerdigital. Web tools 
are accessible at http://primerdigital.com/tools/.
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Fig. 9 Example result of the oligonucleotide analysis
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Chapter No.: 18 0002067381
Queries Details Required Author’s Response
AU1 Please check if the edit made in the sentence “It calculates the melting … resuspen-
sion calculator.” is appropriate.
AU2 Please check if the edit made in the sentence “Getting started with a … to type.” is 
appropriate.
AU3 Please check if the edit made in the sentence “Primer pairs are analyzed … melting 
temperatures.” is appropriate.
AU4 Please check if the edit made in the sentence “Multiplex PCR can be … of both.” is 
appropriate.
AU5 Please provide closing parenthesis in sentence “Design primers with a specific restric-
tion …”
AU6 Please check if the edit made in the sentence “The program takes multiple … align-
ment formats.” is appropriate.
